Training Resources

Even the best hardware in the world will not fulfill its potential without expert use. HPC computational staff is available to assist users with HPC computer services. This assistance may take the form of guidance or direction when determining the best methods of evaluating and recommending high-end computing technology and software. This occurs usually after an initial assessment that solves issues using HPC services (consulting) or more general sustained assistance to a project HPC services (collaboration).

Workshops

Each workshop is offered at least once in Fall and Spring semester. We send the announcements about upcoming workshops to all the HPC users.

- Intro to HPC
  - Slides and exercises
  - A recorded Zoom session of Intro to HPC
- Data Management in HPC (in collaboration with the Libraries)
  - Slides and exercises
- Several recorded workshops are available through Research Bazaar Arizona 2020
  - All sessions
  - Python
    - Session 1
    - Session 2
  - R
    - Session 1
    - Session 2
    - Using Jupyter Notebooks and RStudio on the UA HPC

Additional Resources

HPC consultants are available to answer your questions about the HPC. When requesting help from hpc-consult listserv, please be sure to include your script, programs, and any error messages you've received.

- Open a support ticket to request technical support from consultants.